
A Just Recovery for All
Priorities for the Government of Alberta’s 2022 Budget



Alberta has endured the impact of a sustained economic downturn and the impacts of
COVID-19 far better than other similar-sized economies. Alberta has a young, diverse,
highly-educated population in an increasingly diversified economy and the fiscal capacity to
invest in a thriving future for all Albertans.

Unfortunately, social conditions for many Albertans have worsened in the past year and since
the start of the pandemic. More Albertans with disabilities are experiencing housing insecurity or
homelessness. There are more households in core housing need and a majority of Albertans
now say they are living paycheque-to-paycheque.

In the midst of this, the good news is that Alberta has the opportunity to invest in a just recovery
for all: not only to reverse the strains placed on Albertans as a result of COVID-19, but also to
address the deepening divide between the majority of Albertans and the very wealthy few.

For too long, Alberta has tinkered at the edges of social and fiscal policy, without making a true
effort to drive the prosperity that would secure a full life of health and dignity for all Albertans.
We can achieve this prosperity by reinvesting in public services, reversing the trend of
privatization of valuable and high-quality assets and services, and realigning Alberta’s taxation
and revenue system to support our cities, towns, and rural communities.

It’s clear that now is the time to reinvest in Alberta’s future. We must place people at the very
centre of our economic and social policy. The Government of Alberta has a tremendous
opportunity with Budget 2022 to do just that.

What follows are summary priority areas for urgent attention within Budget 2022 and supporting
public policy and fiscal instruments. This document is intended to provide instructive beginning
points for the future direction of our province. Many of these directions will take years to unfold,
as they lead to a just future for all. As always, Public Interest Alberta remains committed to
working closely with Treasury Board and Finance and the Government of Alberta to support the
implementation of these priorities.

Sincerely,

Bradley Lafortune
Executive Director
Public Interest Alberta
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1. Reinvest and Revitalize Public Services and Cease Privatization of Public Assets
and Services

Our public services have been underfunded and strained since well before the pandemic.
Alberta should reinvest in healthcare, education, post-secondary education, seniors, and other
supports and services, and this re-investment cannot be below population growth and inflation.

In general, Budget 2022 should focus on a just recovery for all Albertans, in the public interest.
This work should begin with these two specific measures and also include a new approach to
budgeting: not results-based, but outcomes-based. Specifically, the Government of Alberta
should pause and reverse two planned privatization plans.

First, the province should not proceed with the privatization of housing assets without a
robust plan for affordable housing, across the spectrum of housing tenure. While it is true
that some of Alberta’s housing stock requires significant upgrades, it is not sufficient to rely
almost exclusively on the private sector, other partners and existing market conditions to make
up for the substantial shortfall of affordable housing options for Albertans, in our cities and
across the province.

The Affordable Housing Review Panel was not balanced in its recommendations for options to
tend to Alberta’s housing crisis, and a full re-assessment of the current state of affordability and
housing, from emergency shelters to market-rental and market-ownership housing, is required
to proceed. Alberta should halt the sale of existing housing stock and invest in a new process of
collaboration with partners across the spectrum. This consultation should happen before any
further sales of Alberta’s housing stock.

Second, the Government should halt and reverse the decision to privatize community
laboratory services. This deal is not in the public interest, as it will divert resources from the
current public system toward private profit and will stymie system innovation and capacity
building. Further, this decision puts employees in laboratory services and their retirement
security, vis à vis pensionable service, into question.

Halting this decision will allow the Treasury Board to return to the principles of building out
Alberta’s integrated system, focusing on stability and public investment for the long-term.

2. Address our Revenue Shortfall and Volatility in Tax and Revenue System

Budget deficits have been necessary in the short term to protect public services for Albertans;
however, it is clear that Alberta will continue to have a structural revenue shortage when
fluctuations in commodity prices result in unpredictable royalties for Alberta’s general revenue
stream.

It is past time for Alberta to redirect royalties to savings, and stop relying on them for general
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revenue, as we transition away from fossil fuel extraction and value-added industry. This must
begin with an urgent conversation about Alberta’s persistent revenue shortfall. The notion that
having the lowest corporate taxes will drive investment and bring prosperity for all is simply not
credible, based on current economic conditions and experience. Rather, Alberta must ensure
that all economic actors are paying their fair share, particularly when investment and economic
activity of corporations, directly and indirectly, are operating in extractive industries.

To start, the Government of Alberta should examine the experience of other jurisdictions with
more equitable tax and revenue regimes. Its own documents from Budget 2021 show that if
Alberta adopted a revenue system of any other province, it could collect between $13.3 billion
and 23.5 billion dollars:

Source: Alberta Treasury Board and Finance, Government of Alberta. (2021). Alberta’s tax advantage.
https://www.alberta.ca/alberta-tax-advantage.aspx

Even without a provincial sales tax, Alberta could generate between $3 and $4 billion more in
revenue from other measures, such as an increased Corporate Income Tax (CIT) rate, based on
February 2021 tax and revenue regimes across Canada.

3. Investing in Persons Living with Disabilities

The cost of living continues to significantly rise for Albertans living with disabilities, and
investments in programs, supports, and services are urgently needed. Since 1980, AISH and
income supports have not kept up with inflation and the cost of living, permanently tying
Albertans receiving these supports to a life in poverty.

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) for Alberta rose 4.3% on a year-over-year basis in October
2021. As a start, and in order to reinvest in a just recovery for all, the Alberta 2022 Budget must:
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● Reintroduce indexing to the AISH living allowance and Income Support. As a base
starting point, the amount for the AISH living allowance should be raised to at least
$2,000 a month and include indexed increases to ensure income assistance keeps pace
with the cost of living.

● Increase the exemption amount so those who are able to work are not penalized for their
contributions in the workforce.

● Reinvest in the Affordable Public Transportation Funding Agreement with the Cities of
Edmonton and Calgary.

● Reverse Budget 2021 changes to the housing supplement funding and reverse overall
cuts to Income Support by at least $66 million dollars to 2020/21 levels.

● Institute a rent freeze and eviction freeze until at least the end of 2022.

4. Childcare and Early Learning

Federal funding agreements must be used by the Province, and allocated for their intended
purpose, to achieve maximal benefit. Based on the minimum requirements of the
federal-provincial agreement, provincial funding must go to building a system with financial
support going directly to child care centres. Through Budget 2022, Alberta should continue to
build a high-quality, affordable and accessible, universal and inclusive early learning and child
care system.

High Quality

● Budget 2022 must support the development of a qualified early learning and child care
workforce that enables participation of low-income individuals, including funding for
education and professional development mentoring.

● Establish standards and regulations for early learning and child care sectors and day
homes, and provide funding for operators to meet the requirements.

● Address the workforce shortage by increasing the wage top-up for qualified workers to
ensure liveable and fair compensation.

● Provide funding directly to workers for workplace wellness programs and supports.
● Allocate funding specifically for COVID response including, but not limited to, funding for

PPE, additional workers, and worker sick leave benefits.

Affordable and Accessible

● Centres should be funded by the government and not from parent fees.
● Allocate funding and provide supports directly to new and existing licensed child care

centres to increase child care spaces.

Universal and Inclusive

● Reinstate funding for early intervention programs that serve families and children with
diverse and complex needs.

● Fully fund pre-kindergarten and full-day kindergarten programs within all Public, Catholic
and Francophone school systems.
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5. Investing in Housing Across the Spectrum of Housing Tenure

Adequate housing is universally viewed as a basic human need and a basic human right.
According to international law, adequate housing is defined as the right of everyone to a safe
and secure home and community in which to live in peace and dignity. This means more than
access to a shelter bed or emergency or temporary transitional housing.

According to the Ministry of Seniors and Housing, there are presently more than 24,000
households in need of affordable housing and on a waitlist. The situation has moved beyond the
crisis point as the need for affordable housing increased by 34 per cent between 2018 and
2020.

To do its part in recognizing housing as a human right, in accordance with Canada’s legislated
commitment of 2017, Alberta must develop and implement its second three-year action plan in
Budget 2022 by:

● Halting the current affordable housing strategy’s key initiative to move the province “from
being a significant owner and operator” of affordable housing, reinvesting in necessary
upgrades, and examining potential for significant new builds through the Alberta Social
Housing Corporation (ASHC). The province must maintain its presence in the housing
market in order to make urgent and responsive investment decisions, particularly in rural
and remote areas where private development decisions may not favour investment.

● Reversing the nominal 6 per cent and real 8 per cent cut to capital maintenance for
subsidized housing.

● Halting and re-examining the sale of public housing assets until a comprehensive review
of provincial housing needs is completed.

● Commiting to fully matching available federal funds under the National Housing Strategy,
in order to make real progress on ending core housing need and to reduce and finally
eliminate homelessness in Alberta. This is especially critical given that Alberta left at
least $187M in federal funds “on the table” in its current National Housing Strategy
bilateral agreement.

● Reinstate a transparent and formal grant application process through which non-profits,
cooperatives, rural, and remote communities can apply to build affordable housing.

6. Public Education

Provincial funding for private schools derives from general revenue and not education property
taxes. These general revenues are required for other strategic priorities in the public interest,
including public education, our public healthcare pandemic response, support for seniors and
persons with disabilities, and the build out of a new, integrated child care and early learning
system. A government aiming to spend its financial resources as efficiently and effectively as
possible must prioritize improving classroom conditions in Alberta’s public school systems over
providing unnecessary and inefficient subsidies to private schools
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In the past two years, public school funding has been cut by about 2.8 per cent, while private
school funding has increased by 4.3 per cent: this trend must be reversed in Budget 2022,
beginning with reducing the rate of subsidies to private schools from 70 per cent to 50 per cent,
and reallocating those monies to improve classroom conditions and COVID measures in our
Public, Catholic and Francophone schools. The medium-term goal should be to reduce this
funding to zero, which could be completed over future budget cycles.

In addition to reallocating funding toward Public, Catholic and Francophone schools, the
Government of Alberta’s investment in Education, during the pandemic and beyond, will
achieve the following:

● Overall class size reduction to allow for greater individual attention to students’ learning
needs to assist in identifying and addressing the gaps in students’ learning. While the
impact of the turmoil is most easily identified at the earliest grade levels, the gaps exist
at all grade levels.

● Pre-pandemic levels of staffing, including educational support staffing levels.
● Services and supports to respond to the needs of students, including those resulting

from extended periods of isolation. These services and supports (e.g. educational
assistants and counselors) were inadequate pre-pandemic. Therefore, to reach
adequate levels, the program will need major reinvestment.

● Air filtration and ventilation systems installed or upgraded to ensure the highest possible
air quality in all areas of school buildings.

Finally, any planned curriculum changes should be halted until at least the 2023-24 school year,
and resources reallocated to COVID safety, teaching, and educational supports. Teachers and
educational support staff must be prioritized to address the gaps in student learning created and
exacerbated by the pandemic upheavals.

7. Post-Secondary Education

Over the last three years, Alberta’s post-secondary education system has suffered
unprecedented cuts: the total is just over $690 million, when population increases and inflation
are taken into account. To reverse these cuts and preserve the integrity of Alberta’s
post-secondary system, the Government of Alberta should:

● Reverse the last three years of cuts and bring funding back to 2018 levels, with these
monies being invested into our collective futures.

● Earmark this funding increase to rehire the support staff who unfairly bore the brunt of
job losses and reduced hours. This will both increase research capabilities and return
student services to adequate levels.

● Strengthen and significantly increase funding to Alberta student aid programs. In the
2020-2021 academic year, student aid applications increased by 16 per cent and will
undoubtedly be higher with the additional 7 per cent tuition increase planned for next
year.

All three recommendations are necessary to both maintain our world class university and
college system, and ensure post-secondary education is delivered equitably for all Albertans.
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8. Seniors

The pandemic has exposed long-known inadequacies of the facilities-based congregate care for
seniors. Issues related to staffing - both training and assignment, the dangers of shared rooms
and bathrooms, and the lack of accountability of private for-profit and not-for-profit facilities have
been identified through peer-reviewed research and advocate input over decades. In addition to
congregate care, assistance and support from trained home-care workers is needed to ensure
safety and maintenance of general health outcomes for seniors aging in place..

The upcoming budget must allocate funds to address the following:

● Full-time employment of health care professionals and appropriate staff-to-patient ratios
to ensure sufficient staff on each shift with the necessary skill sets to meet the care
needs of each patient. RNs with specialized medical knowledge are needed for the
rising complexity of patient needs.

● The basic requirements of staffing allocations must be embedded in regulations and all
facilities held accountable to meet these regulations.

● Congregate care facilities must provide single occupancy rooms with private bathrooms
(except for spouses/partners). There must also be safe access to all patient areas as to
ensure medical, social, and emotional needs are met.

● Every senior, regardless of ability to pay, deserves dignified and safe, quality care based
on their medical, social and emotional needs.

● Home-care funding must be substantially increased for seniors who have the mobility
and desire to age in place.

● Funding needs to be allocated to reduce the reliance on privately owned and operated
congregate care facilities which are not accountable for the public funding they receive.

The Government of Alberta requires an Independent Office of the Seniors’ Advocate. This
should be a legislated position with sufficient funding allocated for the Advocate to:

● Participate in consultations from which systemic decisions are made.
● Review and make recommendations for improving programs and policies affecting

seniors.
● Effect systemic change in government policies, legislation, and programs to better

support Alberta’s seniors.
● Undertake investigations as required to address complaints lodged by seniors or their

advocates.
● Make regular reports to the Legislature on current issues affecting seniors.
● Identify and propose solutions for issues of concern to seniors.
● Champion and support individual seniors, when required.
● Deliver public education that promotes the rights, interests, and well-being of seniors.
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9. Anti-Racism

With the release of the Alberta Anti-Racism Advisory Council’s report last spring, there is a clear
need for Budget 2022 to invest across government to respond to issues related to anti-racism.
This work should begin by:

● Establishing and funding an autonomous body that convenes stakeholders to develop
strategies to address systemic racism in Alberta.

● Create and fund a permanent Office for Racial Equity and Justice within the Public
Service Commission to advance anti-racism initiatives in the Alberta Public Service.

● Decolonizing education resources by making them accessible in Indigenous languages.
● Reinvest in healthcare services to offset the disproportionate layoffs of racialized

workers in the sector, following the Alberta Anti-Racism Advisory Council’s
recommendation from their Recommendations report, March 2021:
“The Alberta Anti-Racism Advisory Council strongly recommends that the Minister of
Health and Alberta Health Services stop these lay-offs and protect the racialized workers
who will be adversely impacted, economically and socially, by these lay-offs.”
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